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1.0 Abstract 
I demonstrate a new algorithm to calculate the linearity correction of a NIRCam HgCdTe 
detector. The algorithm is capable of reconstructing the true linear signal with estimated 
errors of the order of a fraction of a percent, up to count levels that depart from the 
observed ones by ~25%, for each pixel. I also show how to estimate self-consistently the 
saturation thresholds for a given level of reconstruction accuracy.  

2.0 Introduction 
In the recent past I have introduced the possibility of correcting for the intrinsic non-
linearity of IR detectors using an expression for the non-linearity different from the one 
most commonly used, in particular by NICMOS and WFC3. Instead of deriving the flux 

by correcting the measured counts via a function of the measured counts themselves, 
i.e.

(1)     
I have proposed to derive the flux using a function of the true flux itself, i.e. 

. (2) 

My simulations suggest that this approach is more accurate, for two basic reasons: it 
describes more correctly the underlying physical phenomenon, and constrains the 
unknown reconstructed signal to be exactly linear, an information which is not used if 
Equation (1) is used to correct a set of measured counts.  
The non-linearity correction is usually approximated by a polynomial expansion, and in 
this report I will also use this convention, i.e.  

. (3) 

A more appropriate formula, describing the voltage discharge of the detector with time, 
should be used and will be considered in a future study. 
Here I illustrate how to derive the non-linearity coefficients for a NIRCam detector using 
Equations (2) and (3). Using a more accurate algorithm has various advantages. First, it 
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allows to reconstruct the signal using data points that depart quite strongly from the ideal 
linear response (therefore increasing de-facto the dynamic range of the detector). Second, 
having the possibility of characterizing with high accuracy the response of a pixel on the 
basis of few parameters (the slope, intercept and the non-linearity coefficients) allows for 
a rapid and effective way of isolating bad or anomalous pixels. Moreover, it provides a 
way of estimating the reconstruction error, and I will show how to use this information to 
self-consistently derive the saturation levels. In general, knowing how to properly 
reconstruct the flux and characterize the non-linear response of the detector may enable 
more accurate studies of secondary effects, like flux-dependent response and persistence, 
improving the overall quality of the science data.  
 
3.0 Data set 
For this study I have used the linearity data taken at University of Arizona (UAz) for the 
NIRCam flight detector C045, which is the first Sensor Chip Assembly (SCA1) of the 
Focal Plane Assembly nr. 1. The test facility at UAz operates with the Leach controllers, 
i.e. no ASICS have been used. The dataset under examination is made of 20 integrations, 
or ramps, each one containing 80 full (2048x2048) frames, or single reads of the full 
array. Each ramp/integration is stored as an individual fits files with the following 
naming convention, generated by UAz: 

FM1_linearity_SCA1.001.fits 
Here FM1 refers to the 1st Flight Module FPA, linearity to the type of test, SCA1 to 
which one of four SCAs is being considered, and 001 is a serial number, ranging from 
001 to 020 for this dataset. 
The fits files can be read with the IDL procedure READ_NIRCAM_UAz, filename, cube, time 
presented in the Appendix to this document (together with the other procedures used in 
this study). This routine returns the whole integration as a data-cube of size [2048, 2048, 
80], together with a vector of 80 elements containing the readout time, which in this case 
is an array of integer multiples of 10.6 seconds. 
 
3.1 A first look at the data 
Before dealing with the linearity correction, it is instructive to look at the raw data to gain 
some insight on the possible artifacts present in the detector which may degrade the 
accuracy of the analysis. In the discussions I will follow the IDL convention, with 
indexes running from 0 to n-1 for vectors/matrixes of n elements. 
 
3.1.1 First frame 
Figure 1 shows the very first frame, displayed using the IDL command indicated in the 
figure caption. The image shows the four different sectors in which the detector is 
divided, each one corresponding to a different readout channel. The “frame” at the edge 
is a fixed pattern imprinted in the bias level of the detector. The light gray pixels at the 
right corners are de-bonded pixels. A number of defective pixels are also visible as white 
spots in the top-right corner of the device. With 10.6 s of illumination, this frame cannot 
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be regarded as a “bias” frame. The level of non-uniformity across the field must be 
attributed, to some extent, to variations of either illumination level or quantum efficiency.  

 
Figure 1 Very first frame (0/79) of the first integration. The picture has been produced with the IDL 
command: tvscl,rebin(cube[*,*,0],1024,1024,1)<20000>10000  
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3.1.2 Last frame 
Figure 2 shows the last frame of the same integration, characterized by saturated signal 
over a large part of the detector. The fixed bias pattern at the edge has disappeared, 
overwhelmed by the photon signal. The edges of the detector are still dark, due to either 
1) a defect of quantum efficiency, 2) a lower saturation threshold, 3) vignetting, or any 
combination of them. A diagonal rhomboidal pattern, characteristic of the detector 
manufacturing process, is also clearly visible, most probably related to non-uniformity of 
the quantum efficiency. 

 
Figure 2 Frame 79/79 of the first integration. The picture has been produced with the IDL command: 
tvscl,rebin(cube[*,*,79],1024,1024,1)<60000>50000  
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3.1.3 First integration anomaly 
Figure 3-left shows the signal growth in the 20 integrations for pixel [100,100], chosen 
randomly as representative of the entire detector (similar results are found for other 
pixels). The asterisks indicate the first integration (0), whereas all other integrations (1-
19) are represented as solid lines. It is clear that the signals in the first integration do not 
match those in the following integrations, with a clear difference in the offset and a less 
evident change in the slope. Interestingly, if one shifts the first integrations to the right by 
two frames (Figure 3-right), one obtains a very nice overlay with the following 
integrations. It is as if the first ramp has lost the first two frames, or has been exposed 
initially to a higher flux, roughly corresponding to the signal accumulated in the first two 
frames (21.2 s). In principle, integrations 1-19 could be affected by persistence from 
integration 0 who reached the saturation level. Persistence, however, should add to the 
signal of integration 1 vs. 0, rather than subtract, so this does not seem to be a viable 
explanation. In our analysis of the non-linearity we simply neglected the first integration. 
 

  
Figure 3 Left: comparison of the signal accumulated by pixel [100,100] in the very first ramp 
(asterisks) and the remaining 19 (solid lines). The horizontal axis refers to the read number, the 
vertical axis to the measured counts. Right: same as the figure on the left, with the first ramp shifted 
by 2 frames (red asterisks). 

 
3.1.4 First frame (reset) anomaly 
Figure 4 shows the signal of three pixels: pixel [4,4], indicated with asterisks, pixel 
[30,30], indicated with a solid line, and pixel [100,100], indicated with a dashed line, for 
the last integration, 19/19. These pixels lie at the bottom-left corner of the detector, at 
increasing distance from the corner. Pixel [4,4], in particular, is the first active pixel read-
out from the first sector (unlike the other 3 sectors, which lacking the leftmost reference 
pixels see signal when the first 4 pixels of the 4th row are read in parallel). 
It is evident that pixels [4,4] and [30,30] exhibit an anomalous behavior, in the sense that 
their first frame has a higher signal than the second one (red circle in Figure 4). This 
anomaly seems to decrease with the distance from the corner, and basically is not present 
for pixel [100,100].  
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Figure 4 Accumulated signal for pixel [4,4] (asterisks), [10,10] (solid line) and [100,100] (dashed line) 
of integration 19/19. The horizontal axis refers to the read number, the vertical axis to the measured 
counts. The red ellipse marks the position of the anomalous values at the beginning of the ramps of 
the first two pixels. 

It turns out that this anomaly, a positive difference between frame 0 and frame 1, depends 
on the y-coordinate (row) of the pixel. Figure 5 shows the difference frame0-frame1 for 
all pixels of rows y=4, 5, 6 and 30; apart from the spikes due to defective pixels, there is a 
general trends toward a reduction of the difference frame0-frame1 with the y value.  
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Figure 5 Integration nr. 19/19, difference frame0-frame1 for rows y=4, 5, 6 and 30, from top to 
bottom. The horizontal axis indicates pixels from 0 to 2047, the vertical axis indicates measured 
counts. 

 
This is further shown in Figure 6, which compares the differences frame0-frame1 (white 
line) and frame1-frame2 (red line) along the central column, x=1024, of the detector, 
again integration nr. 19/19.  This frame0-frame1 difference varies dramatically at the 
base of the column but already at y~300 the change has disappeared, with both lines 
displaying the same negative values, as expected for an increasing signal. Note that the 
difference becomes more and more negative (i.e. stronger signal) moving to the right, i.e. 
increasing the y-values, indicating that the upper part of the detector is more illuminated 
or more responsive to the light. Only at top of the detector (y>1900) the differences 
become much smaller, indicating a drop of QE or, more probably, vignetting, but still 
remains below 0.  
Finally, Figure 7 shows the frame0-frame1 difference for the full array, where the 
anomaly clearly appears as a white shadow at the bottom of the frame.  
This anomaly is generally known as “reset anomaly”. It may by attributed to this type of 
phenomenon: the signal measured in frame0 is read 10.6 seconds after the pixel reset. 
When a unit cell is reset, a small amount of current is drained to close the reset switch. 
Repeating this process for 10.6 seconds may cause a small change in the thermal 
conditions inside the chip that affect the detector response. When the reset cycle is 
completed, the detector returns to its nominal value. Our data indicate that the decay time 
is close to the time needed to read 300 rows, approximately 1/6 of the detector, i.e. 2 
seconds. Correcting for the reset anomaly requires a preliminary treatment of first frames. 
In our analysis of the linearity we have entirely rejected the first frame, for simplicity.  
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Figure 6 Vertical cut across the detector (x=1024); the white line represents the difference frame0-
frame1; the red line represents the difference frame1-frame2. The yellow arrow indicates the 300th 
row, above which the anomaly is no longer visible.  
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Figure 7 Difference between the frames 0/19 and 1/19, showing the reset anomaly as a white shadow 
at the bottom of the frame.  

 
3.1.5 Reference pixels: first frame (reset) anomaly 
Figure 8-left shows the lower left corner (pixels [0:127,0:127]) of frame 0 of the last 
integration 19/19. We have seen in the previous section that all pixels in this area, with 
y<300, are affected by reset anomaly i.e. have signal in frame 0/79 larger than the one 
measured in frame 1/79. Figure 8 shows that the problem is especially critical for the 
bottom rows of reference pixels, y=[0:3], that appear much brighter than e.g. the 
reference pixels on the 4 leftmost columns x=[0:3] and, in general, the active pixels. Note 
also that in this image there is no obvious discontinuity between reference and active 
pixels: the extra brightness is highest on the reference pixels and decreases smoothly 
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going up row-by-row. However, the reference pixels at the top of the array do not show 
this anomaly. This same behavior is present in all 20 integrations of the data set. 
Figure 8-right shows the same section of the detector for the second frame 1/79 of the 
same integration. The problem with the brightness of the reference pixels has 
disappeared, with the possible exception of the very first row (y=0) that still shows some 
extra flux.  
The fact that the reset anomaly affects also the reference pixels seems to indicate that the 
variation of detector response is not (primarily) due to a change of dark current, as the 
reference pixels would  be immune to it. Rather, there is a change in the DC level of the 
output, which is correctly tracked by the reference pixels. 
 

  
Figure 8 Bottom-left corner (pixels [0:127,0:127]) of the first frame 0/79 (left) and of the second 
frame 1/79 (right) of the last integration 19/19, showing the presence of reset anomaly in the 
reference pixels at the beginning of the integration. 

 
3.1.6 Reference pixels: light sensitivity 
Figure 9 shows the values for a randomly chosen reference pixel, [1024,0] at the center of 
the bottom row of the detector, for the very first integration 0/19 (solid red line) and for 
all the other 19 integrations (solid white lines). Three things may be noticed: 1) the first 
read is anomalously high in all integrations, a fact we have already discussed in the 
previous section; 2) the very first integration has an offset with respect to all the others. 
This was already discussed in Section 3.1.3. for the active pixels, but note that the change 
in this case is in the opposite direction (smaller rather than larger); 3) the pixel exhibits a 
characteristic slope which seems to reproduce, scaled down, the non-linear slope of the 
active pixels. This last point is the most troublesome, since reference pixels are supposed 
to remain stable and insensitive to the light or to any coupling with the response of active 
pixels. Since the reference pixel signal grows non-linearly, some sort of electric or 
capacitive coupling with the output of active pixels seems a most reasonable hypothesis. 
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This may be specific of the particular readout circuitry, as it is not observed e.g. on the 
ASICs system under test at Goddard (B. Rauscher, private communication). It has been 
verified that the same “light sensitivity” behavior is present also in all other reference 
pixels, horizontal or vertical, for all integrations.  
Since the reference pixels do not appear to provide, at least for this dataset, a stable and 
independent reference signal, all of the analysis described in the rest of this document has 
been done without using them.  

 
Figure 9 Ramps for reference pixel [1024,0]. First ramp 0/19 is indicated with a solid red line, all 
others with white lines. Note the first frame (reset) anomaly, the first integration offset and the non 
linear growth of the output signal. The horizontal axis refers to the read number, the vertical axis to 
the measured counts. 

 
This concludes the quick-look/exploration of the dataset. 
4.0 Linearity correction 
As mentioned in the introduction, the basic idea behind the new linearity correction 
algorithm is encapsulated by the combination of Equations (2) and (3) into the 
expression: 

                (4)      

which relates the set of counts measured at the times ti to:  
1) the flux , in adu/s,  
2) the zero flux level of that particular integration a, in adu, and  
3) three constants C, D and E accounting for the non linearity.  

Overall, there are 5 parameters, 2 “local” valid for each particular ramp (a and ) and 3 
“global” (C, D and E) related to the physics of the detector and therefore, hopefully, well 
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defined and constant for each individual pixel. Of course, the order of the polynomial 
correction can be increased (or reduced) and other functional forms can be used, as 
mentioned in the introduction. 
 
4.1 Estimate of the correction coefficients 
Our main interest here is to derive the C, D, and E coefficients for each pixel, assumed to 
be constants for all ramps. We are dealing with a set of 19 ramps (we use all integrations 
except the very first one), i.e. a set of n=19 equations:  

              

(5)      

where the indexes 1, 2,… n refer to the integration and ai and i are specific of each 
ramp. To solve the system for C, D, and E, we simply coadd the integrations frame by 
frame, obtaining 

.    (6)      

In other words, the C, D, and E coefficients can be derived for each pixel by solving for 
the sum (or average) of all integrations, frame by frame. 
To calculate the coefficients, I have implemented an IDL routine that exploits the 
CURVEFIT routine, designed to fit a generic one-dimensional function. A direct look at 
the CURVEFIT call (see the procedure FIT_5noper_new, presented in the Appendix): 
 
yfit = CURVEFIT(time[*], ramp[*], weights[*], A5, SIGMA, FUNCTION_NAME = 
'MR_CORRECTION_FUNC_5noper_new', /DOUBLE,ITER=ITER,ITMAX=ITMAX,tol=1.e-3,STATUS=STATUS) 
shows that CURVEFIT points to an IDL function (MR_CORRECTION_FUNC_5noper_new) 
containing the fitting function and its derivatives with respect to the 5 parameters.  The 
returned variable, yfit, is the array of the 5 best-fit coefficients a, , C, D, and E.  
The computation is performed by the procedure CREATE_NONLINECOEFF_NIRCAM that 
cycles through the pixels of the datacube. This routine also handles ramps with bad or 
saturated pixels, calling when needed lower-order fitting functions to avoid numerical 
errors (the analysis of the coefficients will reveal the problematic pixels, as shown later). 
Since the whole datacube is an array of 2048×2048×80 values, this procedure actually 
operates on more manageable subarrays of 512×512×80 values, being called 16 times by 
a master procedure RUN_create_nonlinecoeff_NIRCAM to cover the full set. The master 
procedure makes the initial coaddition of the frames and saves the results in fits files. 
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4.2 Linear fitting 
Having obtained the C, D, and E coefficients from the average of all 19 ramps, we 
consider now the problem of deriving the a and parameters for one of those ramps, 
starting from the measured counts. This is basically the core algorithm to be applied for 
the general linearity correction. 
I use a simple iterative approach, estimating first an approximate value for the square 
bracket in Equation (4), then the corresponding intercept a, the signal , the new value 
for the square bracket, and so on. The IDL code implementing these steps can be written 
in the following way: 
 
;.HERE IS THE ITARTIVE SOLVING 
FOR ix=0,10 do BEGIN 
    DEN = (1+K3[0]*A1T+K3[1]*A1T^2+K3[2]*A1T^3) 
    A0 = (LINFIT(time[1:*],(ramp[1:*]-A1T*DEN)))[0] 
    A1T = (ramp[1:*]-A0)/DEN 
    A1 = MEAN(A1T/time[1:*]) 
ENDFOR       

where K3 is a vector holding the C, D, and E coefficients and A1T is, initially, the first 
guess of the linearized signal.  
These lines represent the core of the NIRCAM_PIXEL_RECONSTRUCT  and 
NIRCAM_IMAGE_RECONSTRUCT procedures, which perform the linearization for a 
single pixel or an entire array, respectively. 
 
5.0 Results 
Figure 10 shows a typical result obtained with the new linearization method. The curves 
refer to pixel [20,20], at the bottom-left corner of the detector, for ramp number 19/19. 
The white crosses represent the original data, the straight solid red line represents the 
linearized signal, and the red solid line going through the data represents the best fit, 
obtained applying the C, D, and E coefficients to the linearized signal. The best fit can be 
used to estimate how well the algorithm is able to reproduce the original data set, which 
may be affected by noise, spurious counts or just poorly described by our polynomial 
expansion. In this case, the best fit curve deviates by less than 0.1% from the data points 
(standard deviation), across the full signal swing, which departs from linearity already at 
the beginning of the ramp (as predicted by theory), up to nearly 12% for the last frame 
79.  

!

!
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Figure 10 Data points (asterisks), linearized signal (red straight line) and best fit (red line through 
the data) for pixel [20,20], obtained with the IDL command. The horizontal axis refers to the read 
number, the vertical axis to the measured counts. 

NIRCAM_PIXEL_RECONSTRUCT,filename,20,20,A 
 
The behavior shown in Figure 10 is very typical, being valid for the great majority of 
pixels. Still, there are cases where the fit is not as good, or the curve cannot be matched 
by our assumed analytical form. Before analyzing these special cases, let us look to the 
overall distribution of the parameters.  
 
5.1 Analysis of the Coefficients 
Let us first consider the 5 best-fit coefficients a, , C, D, and E.  The a and values are 
those specific to the integration 19/19, whereas C, D, and E are those derived in Section 
4.1. Figure 11 and 12 show the spatial distribution of the average intercept a and flux . 
The images appear very similar to Figure 1 and Figure 2, a first qualitative indication that 
the method is producing results close to expectations. The histogram in Figure 11 
indicates that the reference pixels (red lines) provide a reference signal slightly higher 
than the average output at 0s integration, well compatible with the main population. The 
same histogram for figure 12 shows for the reference pixels values close to, but not 
exactly, zero (and we do not expect zero slope for the reference pixels, see Section 3.1.6). 
Figure 13 to 15 show the spatial distribution and relative histograms for the C, D, and E 
coefficients. The most striking characteristics are: 1) the image morphologies appear 
anticorrelated, i.e. the various polynomial terms tend to correct each other; 2) there is a 
nicely narrow spike in the distribution, sign that the majority of pixels have consistent 
values for the three parameters. Still, the tails are significant, suggesting that a non-
negligible fraction of the pixels departs from the average behavior. In the next section we 
will look into the pixels with anomalous parameters. 

! !
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Figure 11 Bias (“zero level” a) frame and associated count histogram, as returned from the linearity 
correction procedure. The image has been obtained with the IDL command: 
tvscl,rebin(A[0,*,*],1,1024,1024)<20000>10000  

 

 
Figure 12 Slope frame and associated count histogram, as returned from the linearity correction 
procedure. The image has been obtained with the IDL command 

tvscl,rebin(A[1,*,*],1,1024,1024)<100>30  
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Figure 13 A coefficient and associated count histogram, as returned from the linearity correction 
procedure. The image has been obtained with the IDL command:  

tvscl,rebin(param_cube[2,*,*],1,1024,1024)<(-2E-6)>(-6E-6) 
 
 

 
Figure 14 B coefficient and associated count histogram, as returned from the linearity correction 
procedure. The image has been obtained with the IDL command:  

tvscl,rebin(param_cube[3,*,*],1,1024,1024)<(1E-10)>(0) 
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Figure 15 C coefficient and associated count histogram, as returned from the linearity correction 
procedure. The image has been obtained with the IDL command:  

tvscl,rebin(param_cube[4,*,*],1,1024,1024)>(-2E-15)<(0) 
 
5.2 Anomalous pixels 
To investigate the anomalous pixels it is convenient to consider first how the 
reconstruction error varies with the departure from linearity, at the last read. To quantify 
the reconstruction error, one can make the inverse process of taking a particular solution, 
i.e. the set of 5 coefficients a, , C, D, and E, and reproduce the observed counts. The 
differences between the reconstructed values and the actual data points provide a standard 
deviation that can be regarded a the reconstruction error. In Figure 16 I plot the 
reconstruction error (horizontal axis) against the maximum departure from linearity 
(vertical axis), at frame number 79/79 (vertical axis). The figure shows that for departures 
from linearity less than 0.3 (i.e. 30%), most of the errors are small. However, for larger 
departures the errors greatly increase, creating a characteristic “spur” in the plot.  

!
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Figure 16 Reconstruction error (horizontal axis) vs. linearity defect at the last read (vertical axis) 

 
Before investigating the pixels in the spur, let us notice that there are other pixels that do 
not even fall within this plot. Pixel [1757,40] is one of them, with extreme values for both 
indexes: high reconstruction error and high departure from linearity. The result of our 
fitting routine is shown in Figure 17: it completely fails to reconstruct the integration. 
This is due to the characteristic shape of the ramp, which starts steeply and flattens out in 
a nearly linear regime. This is a type of response entirely different from the typical one, 
and in disagreement with the basic physics of the pixel discharge. Still, the signal grows 
with time and stays well within range, i.e. this pixel could pass a number of tests and be 
eventually accepted as a good one! The linearization algorithm has easily identified it as 
problematic: even if at a first glance this pixel may look operable, it will be flagged as 
bad.  
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Figure 17 Wrong reconstruction of a bad pixel, [1757,40]. Neither the linearized signal nor the best 
fit match the data points. The horizontal axis refers to the read number, the vertical axis to the 
measured counts. 

 
Let’s go back to the “spur” in Figure 16 and consider a bad pixel in that region, e.g. pixel 
[200, 1800], which has a reconstruction error of 18% and a 32% departure from linearity, 
well beyond the right edge of the plot. This pixel physically sits at the top-left corner of 
the detector, i.e. in the brightest region (either because the illumination is higher or 
because the quantum efficiency is higher). Figure 18 clearly reveals the origin of the 
problem: The ramp reaches saturation and nearly flattens out at the end of the integration. 
This is a regime that cannot be well fitted by our polynomial expansion, at least with only 
3 coefficients. The procedure still tries to match these data points, but at the price of 
compromising the quality of the reconstruction in the good, unsaturated part of the ramp.  
There are three different solutions to this problem. 

a) add more terms in the polynomial fit,  
b) use a different form for the non-linearity correction, one which predicts the 

correct (flat) asymptotic behavior for the saturation regime, 
c) truncate the current fit at lower signal levels. 

A combination of the second and third approach would probably represents the ideal 
solution. The first one is trivial to implement. Here I will concentrate on the third 
approach, reducing the number of frames to be fitted in order to maintain a good level of 
correction. 
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Figure 18 Wrong reconstruction of a good pixel, [200,1800]. This figure clearly shows the need of 
constraining the maximum number of frames to be fitted, if one reaches the saturation threshold. 
The horizontal axis refers to the read number, the vertical axis to the measured counts. 
 
6.0 Linearity correction and saturation threshold 
To summarize, most of the reconstruction errors (the “spur”) are due to the fact that the 
detector is partially saturated. Partially means that it is not uniformly illuminated, or it 
has non-uniform quantum efficiency. Therefore, whereas for the bottom part of the field 
it is possible to use all 80 frames of the ramp to accurately derive the correction 
coefficients, as these frames do not fall into the saturation regime (see e.g. Figure 10), for 
the top part of the field one has to truncate the ramps to preserve the accuracy of the 
reconstruction. 
The problem now is how to set the limit, i.e. the saturation threshold. Instead of fixing a 
common value for all pixels, I have established the following criterion: all reads (starting 
from the second one and going up) will be used as long as they provide  

1) a reconstruction error smaller than 0.015% 
2) a maximum departure from linearity smaller than 25%. 

In practice, I have modified the create_nonlinecoeff_NIRCAM  procedure adding a 
loop on the number of frames used for the fit, starting from 80 reads and scaling down 
one read at a time until both conditions are satisfied. The new procedure, called 
create_nonlinecoeff_NIRCAM_SATURATION, is also presented in the Appendix. 
Figure 19 shows the resulting reconstruction for pixel [326,1536], another critical pixel at 
the top-left corner of the field, truncated at frame 63 to match the two conditions.  
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Figure 19 Linear fit to pixel 326,1536; this pixel saturates, but the fit, truncated at frame 63, is good. 
The horizontal axis refers to the read number, the vertical axis to the measured counts. 
 
The new procedure returns 6 parameters, one more than the original one: the new entry is 
the saturation threshold, estimated as the value of the last read (e.g. read number 63/79) 
used for the fit. More precisely, I have used the corresponding value returned by the best 
fit, in order to be more robust against noise.  
I will not present the new versions of Figures 11-15, as they look quite similar to the old 
ones with the noticeable difference that now the correlation between the A, B and C 
coefficients is less pronounced. Figure 20 shows the results for the new coefficient, the 
saturation threshold. It shows, not surprisingly, a morphology similar to the signal rate 
image (Figure 12), with a histogram peaked at about 57,000 counts and an extended tail 
at lower counts.  
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Figure 20 Same as Figure 11-15, for the detector saturation map 

 
Finally, Figure 21 shows the equivalent of Figure 16 obtained with the saturation 
threshold; the “spur” is disappeared and, as expected, the area outside the (0.015,0.25) 
thresholds has been almost entirely cleared of outliers. There are still pixels that do not 
really “relax” into the main population, sign that a more aggressive threshold may be 
necessary in those cases. In general, the major outliers are not a concern, as they are 
related to pixels problematic under other aspects (exceedingly high signal, very low 
saturation thresholds) that are not flagged in Figure 21. A full analysis of the pixels with 
bad behavior may be more properly done once the dark current frames are also taken into 
account, as the combination of the two datasets will eventually lead to the definition of 
the error flag to be associated to the pixels. This is postponed to a future study. 
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Figure 21 Same as Figure 16, i.e. reconstruction error (horizontal axis) vs. departure from linearity 
at the last read (vertical axis), for the ramps truncated at the saturation threshold. 

 
7.0 Conclusion 
In this report I have shown how to calculate the linearity correction for a NIRCam 
HgCdTe detector. After an initial analysis of the datacube, needed to cleanup the dataset, 
I demonstrate an algorithm capable of reconstructing real ramps with estimated errors of 
the order of a fraction of a percent, up to flux levels that depart from linearity by ~25%. I 
have also shown how to estimate self-consistently the saturation thresholds, for each 
pixel, depending on a pre-defined correction error. This approach allows characterizing 
the behavior of each pixel with few parameters and therefore makes it possible to quickly 
isolate pathologic behaviors.  
As a caveat, I must remark that I have not tested the method, and in particular the 
coefficients I have derived, on other datasets obtained for the same detector. The 
presence of major discrepancies or reconstruction errors in other datasets would 
immediately point to other effects (like flux-dependent non-linearity, aka Bohlin effect, 
or latency/persistence). In any case, having characterized the “ideal” behavior of the 
detector, as defined by these tests, should greatly facilitate understanding possible 
deviations.  
Finally, it is clear that the correction parameters estimated with this method are directly 
usable only when there is no group-averaging of frames. This can be easily understood if 
one refers e.g. to values close to the saturation levels, with e.g. 50% of them being 
associated to rising signal and 50% to flat saturated signal: the average in this case would 
be below the saturation threshold but completely useless. The same argument holds true, 
to some extent, for any averaged value within a non linear ramp. If frames are averaged, 
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the correction must be fine tuned to account for the non-linearity of the signal within each 
group. I will consider this correction in a future report. 
 
8.0 Appendix 
The procedures presented in this appendix are provided to facilitate reproducing the 
results presented in this document (of course, all PATH variables will need to be 
adjusted). They have been written in “vanilla IDL” and can certainly be cleaned and 
made faster, or more (or less) readable. Some convention is admittedly awkward, e.g. the 
order of the datacube indexes is not homogeneous, changing between ramps 
[2048,2048,80] and fitting coefficients [5,2048,2048]. But this is the way it is, my 
apologies. 
 
pro READ_NIRCAM_UAz, filename, cube, time 
; 
;This routine reads a NIRCAM ramp produced by UoA and returns a datacube and time vector 
; 
;Example: 
;IDL>READ_NIRCAM_UAz,'~/FUNCTIONAL/JWST/NIRCAM/Studies/LinearityCorrection_MULTI/NIRCAM/l
inearity/FM1_linearity_SCA1.001.fits',cube,time 
; 
;1) Read NSamp and Tframp from fits header 
;hdr = headfits(filename) 
;NSAMP = SXPAR(hdr,'NAXIS3') 
;TFRAME = SXPAR(hdr,'TFRAME') 
; 
;2) Read the ramp 
cube = FLTARR(2048,2048, NSAMP) 
time = FLTARR(NSAMP) 
time[0]=TFRAME 
fits_read,filename,cube 
; 
;3) Create the time vector 
for k = 0, NSAMP-1 DO BEGIN 
   IF k GE 1 THEN time[k] = time[k-1]+TFRAME 
ENDFOR  
End 
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pro RUN_create_nonlinecoeff_NIRCAM,param_cube 
; 
; This routine creates the nonlinearity coefficienct for NIRCAM 
; CALLS create_nonlinecoeff_NIRCAM 
; 
; 1) it works in 4x4 blocks of 512x512 pixels, since the full datacube seems to create 
;problems 
param_cube=fltarr(5,2048,2048) 
for i=0,3 do begin 
   for j=0,3 do begin 
       x0=512*I  ;from [0, 512,1024,1536]…  
       x1=512*(i+1)-1  ;to [511,1023,1535, 2047] 
       y0=512*j 
       y1=512*(j+1)-1 
       param_subcube = fltarr(5,512,512) 
       create_nonlinecoeff_NIRCAM,param_subcube,x0,x1,y0,y1 
       param_cube[*,x0:x1,y0:y1] = param_subcube 
       print,[x0,x1,y0,y1] 
;       stop 
    endfor     
endfor 
; 
; 2) CREATE the fits file with the 5 parameters for each pixel 
fits_write, 
'~/FUNCTIONAL/JWST/NIRCAM/Studies/LinearityCorrection_MULTI/NIRCAM/param_cubes/FM1_linear
ity_SCA1.ALL.cube.fits',param_cube 
end 
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pro create_nonlinecoeff_NIRCAM,param_subcube,x0,x1,y0,y1 
; 
; this procedure is called by RUN_create_nonlinecoeff_NIRCAM and derives the  
; linearity coefficients from the average ramp 
; 
NXpoints=x1-x0+1 
Nypoints=y1-y0+1 
; 
Firstramp=2     ;deselect the first ramp by setting Firstramp=2 
Lastramp=20 
Nramps=Lastramp-Firstramp+1. 
Nsamp=80. 
; 
supercube = fltarr(NXpoints,NYpoints,Nsamp,Nramps) 
stack = fltarr(NXpoints,NYpoints,Nsamp) 
; 
; 
;1) Read the ramps and create the average ramp “stack” (512x512 pixels) 
for ifile=Firstramp,Lastramp do begin ; ifile = index in the file name 
  indice=STRING(ifile,FORMAT='(I03)') 
  filename = 
'~/FUNCTIONAL/JWST/NIRCAM/Studies/LinearityCorrection_MULTI/NIRCAM/linearity/FM1_linearit
y_SCA1.'+indice+'.fits' 
  cube=READFITS(filename) 
  stack[0:NXpoints-1,0:NYpoints-1,*]=stack[0:NXpoints-1,0:NYpoints-
1,*]+cube[x0:x1,y0:y1,*] 
  supercube[*,*,*,ifile-Firstramp] = cube[x0:x1,y0:y1,*] ;this is used for final display 
  print,ifile,' read' 
endfor 
stack[*,*,*] = stack[*,*,*]/Nramps 
; 
;2) handle the 512x512 blocks to build the 2048x2048 cube 
;2.1) if superramp does not exist, create it 
if x0 EQ 0 and y0 EQ 0 THEN BEGIN 

superramp=fltarr(2048,2048,80) 
writefits,'~/FUNCTIONAL/JWST/NIRCAM/Studies/LinearityCorrection_MULTI/NIRCAM/line

arity/FM1_linearity_SCA1.1_19averaged.fits',superramp 
endif 
; 
; 2.2) if superramp exists, read and fill with the content of stack (512x512)  
fits_read,'~/FUNCTIONAL/JWST/NIRCAM/Studies/LinearityCorrection_MULTI/NIRCAM/linearity/F
M1_linearity_SCA1.1_19averaged.fits',superramp 
  superramp[x0:x1,y0:y1,*] = stack 
; 
; 2.3) update the superramp file  
writefits,'~/FUNCTIONAL/JWST/NIRCAM/Studies/LinearityCorrection_MULTI/NIRCAM/linearity/F
M1_linearity_SCA1.1_19averaged.fits',superramp 
; 
;3) Fitting procedure    
RON=20. 
time0=(indgen(Nsamp)+1)*10.6 
param_subcube = FLTARR(5,NXpoints,NYpoints)  ;5 output parames for the fit 
; 
FOR i = x0,x1 DO BEGIN 
   FOR j = y0,y1 DO BEGIN 

ramp = reform(stack[i-x0,j-y0,*]) 
     ;saturation check 
        rate=fltarr(NSAMP-1)  
        for iz=0,NSAMP-2 do rate[iz]=(ramp[iz+1]-ramp[iz]) / (time0[iz+1]-time0[iz]) 
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        resistant_mean,rate,3,mmm 
        discrepancy = (mmm*time0[*]-mmm*time0[1]+ramp[1]-ramp)/ramp 
        ipoints = (WHERE(ABS(discrepancy) LE 0.3,Npoints))     
      ;end saturation check   
 
      if Npoints GE 2 THEN BEGIN 
        ramp = ramp(ipoints) 
        time = time0(ipoints) 
      ENDIF ELSE BEGIN ;if there is no ramp send everything to zero 
          ramp = replicate(0,80) 
          time = ramp 
      ENDELSE     
      ;end saturation check 
; 
; Here we decide to neglect the first frame 
    ramp1 = ramp[1:*] 
    time1 = time[1:*] 
 
   IF N_ELEMENTS(ramp1) GE 1 AND N_ELEMENTS(Ramp1) LE 3 then begin 
         A2=linfit(ramp,time) 
         param_subcube[*,i-x0,j-y0]=[A2,0,0,0] 
         reconstructed = A2[0]+A2[1]*time     
         varian = [0,ramp1/ramp1] ;all variances to 1 
         A = [A2,0,0,0] 
     ENDIF  
 
   IF N_ELEMENTS(ramp1) EQ 4  then begin 
         A3 =  [1.E4, 200., 1.5E-6]      ;first guess to the set of coefficients 
         FIT_3noper_new,ramp1,time1,A3,VARIAN,ITMAX 
         varian = [0,varian1] 
         A = [A3,0,0] 
         param_subcube[*,i-x0,j-y0]=A 
         reconstructed = A3[0]+A3[1]*time + A3[2]*(A3[1]*time)^2     
   ENDIF  
 
   IF N_ELEMENTS(ramp1) EQ 5 then begin 
         A4 =  [1.E4 ,200. ,1.5E-6 ,-1E-12]      ;first guess to the set of 
coefficients 
         FIT_4noper_new,ramp1,time1,A4,VARIAN1,ITMAX 
         varian = [0,varian1] 
         A = [A4,0] 
         param_subcube[*,i-x0,j-y0]=A 
         reconstructed = a4[0]+A4[1]*time + A4[2]*(A4[1]*time)^2 + A4[3]*(A4[1]*time)^3     
     ENDIF  
 
     IF N_ELEMENTS(ramp1) GE 6 THEN BEGIN   
         A5 =  [1.E4 ,200. ,1.5E-6 ,-1E-12,1E-16]      ;first guess to the set of 
coefficients 
         FIT_5noper_new,ramp1,time1,A5,VARIAN1,ITMAX 
         varian = [0,varian1] 
         A = A5 
         param_subcube[*,i-x0,j-y0]=A 
         reconstructed = a5[0]+A5[1]*time + A5[2]*(A5[1]*time)^2 + A5[3]*(A5[1]*time)^3 
+ A5[4]*(A5[1]*time)^4    
     ENDIF  
      
;      plot,time,ramp,psym=4,yrange=[ramp[0]*0.98,ramp[Npoints-1]*1.1],ystyle=1 
;      oploterr,time,ramp,SQRT(Varian) 
;      oplot,time,reconstructed,color=255*255 
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;      oplot,time,A[0]+A[1]*time,linestyle=2 
;      for l=Firstramp,Lastramp-1 do oplot,time1,supercube[i-x0,j-y0,1:*,l-
Firstramp],psym=3,color=255 
;stop 
;      plot,time,ramp-ramp,psym=4,yrange=[-0.1,0.1],ystyle=1 
;      oplot,time,(reconstructed-ramp)/ramp,color=255*255 
;      for l=1,19 do oplot,time,(supercube[i,j,1:*,l]-ramp)/ramp,psym=3,color=255 
;      print,stdev((supercube[i-x0,j-y0,1:*,0]-reconstructed)/reconstructed) 
;     stop 
   ENDFOR 
;   window,2,xsize=NXpoints,ysize=NYpoints 
;   tvscl,REFORM(param_subcube[1,*,*])<800>0 
;   wset,0 
   print,i,j 
    
      window,1 
       plot,time,ramp,psym=4,yrange=[ramp[0]*0.98,ramp[Npoints-1]*1.1],ystyle=1 
       oploterr,time,ramp,SQRT(Varian) 
       oplot,time,reconstructed,color=255*255 
       oplot,time,A[0]+A[1]*time,linestyle=2 
       for l=Firstramp,Lastramp-1 do oplot,time1,supercube[(i-x0)<511,(j-y0)<511,1:*,l-
Firstramp],psym=3,color=255 
 
;   stop 
;..   wait,2 ;stop 
    
ENDFOR  
end 
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PRO FIT_3noper_new,ramp,time,A3,VARIANCE,ITMAX 
   iter=1 
   ITMAX=40 
   P = A3[0]+A3[1]*time 
   trial = P + A3[2]*P^2    
 ;weights = fltarr(N_elements(ramp))+1   ;weights all = 1 
   b = (ramp[N_elements(ramp)-1]-ramp[0]) / (time[N_elements(ramp)-1]-time[0])  
   Variance = b*time;+RON^2 
   weights = 1E4/Variance 
   yfit = CURVEFIT(time[*], ramp[*], weights[*], A3, SIGMA, FUNCTION_NAME = 
'MR_CORRECTION_FUNC_3noper_new', /DOUBLE,ITER=ITER,ITMAX=ITMAX,tol=1.e-3,STATUS=STATUS)  
END  
 
PRO MR_CORRECTION_FUNC_3noper_new, X, A, F, pder 
;A is the array of coefficients  
;print,'A = ',A 
F = a[0]+A[1]*X + A[2]*(A[1]*X)^2     
pder = [ [REPLICATE(1,N_ELEMENTS(X))] , $ & 
         [X + A[2]*2*A[1]*X^2], $ & 
         [(A[1]*X)^2] ] 
reconstructed = a[0]+A[1]*X + A[2]*(A[1]*X)^2     
;print,pder,reconstructed 
;print,'end iter'              
END   
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PRO FIT_4noper_new,ramp,time,A4,VARIANCE,ITMAX 
   iter=1 
   ITMAX=40 
   P = A4[0]+A4[1]*time 
   trial = P + A4[2]*P^2 + A4[3]*P^3    
 ;weights = fltarr(N_elements(ramp))+1   ;weights all = 1 
   b = (ramp[N_elements(ramp)-1]-ramp[0]) / (time[N_elements(ramp)-1]-time[0])  
   Variance = b*time;+RON^2 
   weights = 1E4/Variance 
   yfit = CURVEFIT(time[*], ramp[*], weights[*], A4, SIGMA, FUNCTION_NAME = 
'MR_CORRECTION_FUNC_4noper_new', /DOUBLE,ITER=ITER,ITMAX=ITMAX,tol=1.e-3,STATUS=STATUS)  
END  
 
PRO MR_CORRECTION_FUNC_4noper_new, X, A, F, pder 
;A is the array of coefficients  
;print,'A = ',A 
F = a[0]+A[1]*X + A[2]*(A[1]*X)^2 + A[3]*(A[1]*X)^3    
pder = [ [REPLICATE(1,N_ELEMENTS(X))] , $ & 
         [X + A[2]*2*A[1]*X^2 + A[3]*3*A[1]^2*X^3], $ & 
         [(A[1]*X)^2], $ & 
         [(A[1]*X)^3] ] 
reconstructed = a[0]+A[1]*X + A[2]*(A[1]*X)^2 + A[3]*(A[1]*X)^3    
;print,pder,reconstructed 
;print,'end iter'              
END   
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PRO FIT_5noper_new,ramp,time,A5,VARIANCE,ITMAX 
   iter=1 
   ITMAX=40 
   P = A5[0]+A5[1]*time 
   trial = P + A5[2]*P^2 + A5[3]*P^3  + A5[4]*P^4    
 ;weights = fltarr(N_elements(ramp))+1   ;weights all = 1 
   b = (ramp[N_elements(ramp)-1]-ramp[0]) / (time[N_elements(ramp)-1]-time[0])  
   Variance = b*time;+RON^2 
   weights = 1E4/Variance 
   yfit = CURVEFIT(time[*], ramp[*], weights[*], A5, SIGMA, FUNCTION_NAME = 
'MR_CORRECTION_FUNC_5noper_new', /DOUBLE,ITER=ITER,ITMAX=ITMAX,tol=1.e-3,STATUS=STATUS)  
END  
 
PRO MR_CORRECTION_FUNC_5noper_new, X, A, F, pder 
;A is the array of coefficients  
;print,'A = ',A 
F = a[0]+A[1]*X + A[2]*(A[1]*X)^2 + A[3]*(A[1]*X)^3 + A[4]*(A[1]*X)^4    
pder = [ [REPLICATE(1,N_ELEMENTS(X))] , $ & 
         [X + A[2]*2*A[1]*X^2 + A[3]*3*A[1]^2*X^3], $ & 
         [(A[1]*X)^2], $ & 
         [(A[1]*X)^3] , $ & 
         [(A[1]*X)^4]] 
reconstructed = a[0]+A[1]*X + A[2]*(A[1]*X)^2 + A[3]*(A[1]*X)^3 + A[4]*(A[1]*X)^4    
;print,pder,reconstructed 
;print,'end iter'              
END   
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pro NIRCAM_PIXEL_RECONSTRUCT,filename,i,j,A 
; 
; This procedure reconstructs the ramp of pixel i,j. 
; 
;for testing purposes, you can define first  
filename = 
'~/FUNCTIONAL/JWST/NIRCAM/Studies/LinearityCorrection_MULTI/NIRCAM/linearity/FM1_linearit
y_SCA1.020.fits' 
; 
;read the ramp you datacube you are interested in 
READ_NIRCAM_UAz, filename, cube, time 
; 
;load the datacube of coefficients 
fits_read, 
'~/FUNCTIONAL/JWST/NIRCAM/Studies/LinearityCorrection_MULTI/NIRCAM/param_cubes/FM1_linear
ity_SCA1.ALL.cube.fits',param_cube 
; 
;these are the two coefficients in output 
A=fltarr(2) 
; 
ramp = reform(cube[i,j,*]) 
Npoints = N_elements(ramp) 
K3 = PARAM_CUBE[2:4,i,j] 
; 
; first trial on the signal rate, better I guess than a random number 
b = (ramp[N_elements(ramp)-1]-ramp[0]) / (time[N_elements(ramp)-1]-time[0])  
; variance is not used here, only in the plotting at the end 
Variance = b*time;+RON^2 
; first guess to the linearized ramp 
A1t = (ramp[10]-ramp[1])/(time[10]-time[1])*time[1:*] 
; 
;.HERE IS THE ITARTIVE SOLVING 
FOR ix=0,10 do BEGIN 
    DEN = (1+K3[0]*A1T+K3[1]*A1T^2+K3[2]*A1T^3) 
    A0 = (LINFIT(time[1:*],(ramp[1:*]-A1T*DEN)))[0] 
    A1T = (ramp[1:*]-A0)/DEN 
    A1 = MEAN(A1T/time[1:*]) 
ENDFOR       
A[0]=A0  ;variables in output 
A[1]=A1    
; 
plot,time,ramp,psym=4,yrange=[1E4,6E4],ystyle=1 
oploterr,time,ramp,SQRT(Variance) 
oplot,time[1:*],A0+A1*time[1:*],color=255,thick=2 
A1T=A1*time[1:*] 
oplot,time[1:*],a0+A1T*(1+K3[0]*A1T + K3[1]*A1T^2 + K3[2]*A1T^3),thick=2,color=255 
reconstructed=a0+A1T*(1+K3[0]*A1T + K3[1]*A1T^2 + K3[2]*A1T^3) 
sss=stdev((ramp[1:*,0]-reconstructed)/reconstructed)   
nonlin = (a0+A1T[78]-reconstructed[78])/reconstructed[78]  
xyouts,200,5E4,'PIXEL('+STRTRIM(STRING(i),2)+','+STRTRIM(STRING(j),2)+')' 
xyouts,200,4.8E4,'AVERAGE ERROR = '+ STRING(sss*1000000.,FORMAT='(F9.3)')+' ppM  UP TO 
'+STRING(nonlin*100.,FORMAT='(F6.3)')+'% NON LINERITY' 
 
;STOP 
 
end 
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pro NIRCAM_IMAGE_RECONSTRUCT,filename,A 
; 
; This procedure reconstructs the ramp of an entire datcube 
;  returning A=fltarr[2,2048,2048) 
; 
;for testing purposes, you can define first  
filename = 
'~/FUNCTIONAL/JWST/NIRCAM/Studies/LinearityCorrection_MULTI/NIRCAM/linearity/FM1_linearit
y_SCA1.020.fits' 
READ_NIRCAM_UAz, filename, cube, time 
;load the datacube of coefficients 
fits_read, 
'~/FUNCTIONAL/JWST/NIRCAM/Studies/LinearityCorrection_MULTI/NIRCAM/param_cubes/FM1_linear
ity_SCA1.ALL.cube.fits',param_cube 
common non_linearity_params,K3 
A=fltarr(2,2048,2048) 
; 
;with these limits we exclude the reference pixels 
for j=4,2040 do begin 
   for i=4,2040 do begin 
      ramp = reform(cube[i,j,*]) 
      Npoints = N_elements(ramp) 
      K3 = PARAM_CUBE[2:4,i,j] 
      b = (ramp[N_elements(ramp)-1]-ramp[0]) / (time[N_elements(ramp)-1]-time[0])  
      Variance = b*time;+RON^2 
      A1t = (ramp[10]-ramp[1])/(time[10]-time[1])*time[1:*] 
      last=Npoints-1       
     FOR ix=0,10 do BEGIN 
        DEN = (1+K3[0]*A1T+K3[1]*A1T^2+K3[2]*A1T^3) 
        A0 = (LINFIT(time[1:*],(ramp[1:*]-A1T*DEN)))[0] 
        A1T = (ramp[1:*]-A0)/DEN 
        A1 = MEAN(A1T/time[1:*]) 
     ENDFOR       
      A[0,i,j]=A0  ;variables in output 
      A[1,i,j]=A1    
  endfor 
endfor 
end 
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pro 
create_nonlinecoeff_NIRCAM_SATURATION,param_subcube,x0,x1,y0,y1,saturation
_map 
;======================================================================= 
;same as CREATE_NONLINCOEFF_NIRCAM.pro but with the saturation map added 
;======================================================================= 
 
 
;x0 = 0 
;x1 = 255 
;y0=0 
;y1=255 
NXpoints=x1-x0+1 
Nypoints=y1-y0+1 
 
Firstramp=2 
Lastramp=20 
Nramps=Lastramp-Firstramp+1. 
Nsamp=80. 
 
supercube = fltarr(NXpoints,NYpoints,Nsamp,Nramps) 
stack = fltarr(NXpoints,NYpoints,Nsamp) 
for ifile=Firstramp,Lastramp do begin ;from 1, but includes the first ramp: ifile = 
index in the file name 
  indice=STRING(ifile,FORMAT='(I03)') 
  filename = 
'~/FUNCTIONAL/JWST/NIRCAM/Studies/LinearityCorrection_MULTI/NIRCAM/linearity/FM1_linearit
y_SCA1.'+indice+'.fits' 
  cube=READFITS(filename) 
  supercube[*,*,*,ifile-Firstramp] = cube[x0:x1,y0:y1,*] ;this is used for final display 
  stack[0:NXpoints-1,0:NYpoints-1,*]=stack[0:NXpoints-1,0:NYpoints-
1,*]+cube[x0:x1,y0:y1,*] 
  print,ifile,' read' 
endfor 
;stop 
  stack[*,*,*] = stack[*,*,*]/Nramps 
  if x0 EQ 0 and y0 EQ 0 THEN BEGIN 
     superramp=fltarr(2048,2048,80) 
     
writefits,'~/FUNCTIONAL/JWST/NIRCAM/Studies/LinearityCorrection_MULTI/NIRCAM/linearity/F
M1_linearity_SCA1.1_19averaged.saturation.fits',superramp 
  endif 
  
fits_read,'~/FUNCTIONAL/JWST/NIRCAM/Studies/LinearityCorrection_MULTI/NIRCAM/linearity/F
M1_linearity_SCA1.1_19averaged.saturation.fits',superramp 
  superramp[x0:x1,y0:y1,*] = stack 
  
writefits,'~/FUNCTIONAL/JWST/NIRCAM/Studies/LinearityCorrection_MULTI/NIRCAM/linearity/F
M1_linearity_SCA1.1_19averaged.saturation.fits',superramp 
    
;stop   
RON=20. 
time0=(indgen(Nsamp)+1)*10.6 
 
param_subcube = FLTARR(5,NXpoints,NYpoints)  ;5 output parames for the fit 
saturation_map = FLTARR(NXpoints,NYpoints)     ;1 output param for saturation 
;stop 
; 
;FOR i = 1,2047 DO BEGIN 
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;   FOR j = 1,2047 DO BEGIN 
;FOR i = 4,1023 DO BEGIN 
;   FOR j = 4,1023 DO BEGIN 
FOR i = x0,x1 DO BEGIN 
   FOR j = y0,y1 DO BEGIN 
;     if i EQ 889 AND j EQ 841 THEN STOP  
;stop 
;      A =  [1.E4 ,200 ,1000 ,-100.0 ,-2.5E-6 ,1E-12]      ;first guess to the set of 
coefficients 
;      time = time0+[0,2.932, 5.865, 8.797, 11.729, 24.230, 49.230, 99.231, 199.231] 
      ramp = reform(stack[i-x0,j-y0,*]) 
      ;saturation check 
        rate=fltarr(NSAMP-1)  
        for iz=0,NSAMP-2 do rate[iz]=(ramp[iz+1]-ramp[iz]) / (time0[iz+1]-time0[iz]) 
        resistant_mean,rate,3,mmm 
        discrepancy = (mmm*time0[*]-mmm*time0[1]+ramp[1]-ramp)/ramp 
        ipoints = (WHERE(ABS(discrepancy) LE 0.3,Npoints)) 
 
         
      ;end saturation check   
      if Npoints GE 2 THEN BEGIN 
        ramp = ramp(ipoints) 
        time = time0(ipoints) 
      ENDIF ELSE BEGIN ;if there is no ramp send everything to zero 
          ramp = replicate(0,9) 
          time = ramp 
      ENDELSE     
      ;end saturation check 
      ;P = A[0]+A[1]*time+A[2]*time^A[3] 
      ;trial = P + A[4]*P^2 + A[5]*P^3    
      ;oplot,time,trial 
 
    ramp1 = ramp[1:*] 
    time1 = time[1:*] 
 
;     IF N_ELEMENTS(ramp) LT 4 then begin 
;            A2 = LINFIT(TIME,RAMP) 
;            A5[0:1] = A2 
;            A5[2:4] = [0,0,0] 
;            param_subcube[0:1,i-x0,j-y0] = A2[0:1] 
;            param_subcube[2:4,i-x0,j-y0] = [0,0,0]          
;      endif       
 
   IF N_ELEMENTS(ramp1) GE 1 AND N_ELEMENTS(Ramp1) LE 3 then begin 
         A2=linfit(ramp,time) 
         param_subcube[*,i-x0,j-y0]=[A2,0,0,0] 
         reconstructed = A2[0]+A2[1]*time     
         varian = [0,ramp1/ramp1] ;all variances to 1 
         A = [A2,0,0,0] 
         saturation=reconstructed[2] 
     ENDIF  
 
   IF N_ELEMENTS(ramp1) EQ 4  then begin 
         A3 =  [1.E4, 200., 1.5E-6]      ;first guess to the set of coefficients 
         FIT_3noper_new,ramp1,time1,A3,VARIAN,ITMAX 
         varian = [0,varian1] 
         A = [A3,0,0] 
         param_subcube[*,i-x0,j-y0]=A 
         reconstructed = A3[0]+A3[1]*time + A3[2]*(A3[1]*time)^2     
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         saturation=reconstructed[3] 
   ENDIF  
 
   IF N_ELEMENTS(ramp1) EQ 5 then begin 
         A4 =  [1.E4 ,200. ,1.5E-6 ,-1E-12]      ;first guess to the set of 
coefficients 
         FIT_4noper_new,ramp1,time1,A4,VARIAN1,ITMAX 
         varian = [0,varian1] 
         A = [A4,0] 
         param_subcube[*,i-x0,j-y0]=A 
         reconstructed = a4[0]+A4[1]*time + A4[2]*(A4[1]*time)^2 + A4[3]*(A4[1]*time)^3 
         saturation=reconstructed[4]             
     ENDIF  
 
     IF N_ELEMENTS(ramp1) GE 6 THEN BEGIN   
         A5 =  [1.E4 ,200. ,1.5E-6 ,-1E-12,1E-16]      ;first guess to the set of 
coefficients 
         FIT_5noper_new,ramp1,time1,A5,VARIAN1,ITMAX 
         varian = [0,varian1] 
         reconstructed = a5[0]+A5[1]*time + A5[2]*(A5[1]*time)^2 + A5[3]*(A5[1]*time)^3 
+ A5[4]*(A5[1]*time)^4    
;here we start looping to find the saturation threshold 
         sss=stdev((ramp1-reconstructed)/reconstructed)   
         last=(N_elements(ramp1)-1)>5 
         nonlin = (a5[0]+A5[1]*time[last]-reconstructed[last])/reconstructed[last]  
         ;last = (last - 1) > 6 
         retry=0 
;         print,sss,nonlin,LAST 
         IF sss GT 0.015 OR nonlin GT 0.25 THEN retry=1 
         WHILE retry EQ 1 DO begin 
;           print,sss,nonlin,LAST 
           FIT_5noper_new,ramp1[0:last],time1[0:last],A5,VARIAN1,ITMAX 
           reconstructed = a5[0]+A5[1]*time[0:last] + A5[2]*(A5[1]*time[0:last])^2 + 
A5[3]*(A5[1]*time[0:last])^3 + A5[4]*(A5[1]*time[0:last])^4    
           sss=stdev((ramp1[0:last]-reconstructed)/reconstructed)   
           nonlin = (a5[0]+A5[1]*time[last]-reconstructed[last])/reconstructed[last]  
           saturation=reconstructed[last] 
;           print,last,sss,nonlin,saturation 
           last=last-1 
           IF last LE 6 THEN retry=0 ;exit and stay with whay you got  
           IF sss LE 0.015 AND nonlin LE 0.25 THEN retry=0          
         ENDWHILE     
         saturation=reconstructed[last] 
         A = A5 
         param_subcube[*,i-x0,j-y0]=A 
         saturation_map[i-x0,j-y0]=saturation 
     ENDIF  
     
      
;      plot,time,ramp,psym=4,yrange=[ramp[0]*0.98,ramp[Npoints-1]*1.1],ystyle=1 
;      oploterr,time,ramp,SQRT(Varian) 
;      oplot,time,reconstructed,color=255*255 
;      oplot,time,A[0]+A[1]*time,linestyle=2 
;      for l=Firstramp,Lastramp-1 do oplot,time1,supercube[i-x0,j-y0,1:*,l-
Firstramp],psym=3,color=255 
;stop 
;      plot,time,ramp-ramp,psym=4,yrange=[-0.1,0.1],ystyle=1 
;      oplot,time,(reconstructed-ramp)/ramp,color=255*255 
;      for l=1,19 do oplot,time,(supercube[i,j,1:*,l]-ramp)/ramp,psym=3,color=255 
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;      print,stdev((supercube[i-x0,j-y0,1:*,0]-reconstructed)/reconstructed) 
;     stop 
   ENDFOR 
;   window,2,xsize=NXpoints,ysize=NYpoints 
;   tvscl,REFORM(param_subcube[1,*,*])<800>0 
;   wset,0 
   print,i,j 
   print,last,sss,nonlin,saturation  
    
    
      window,1 
       plot,time,ramp,psym=4,yrange=[ramp[0]*0.98,ramp[Npoints-1]*1.1],ystyle=1 
       oploterr,time,ramp,SQRT(Varian) 
       oplot,time,reconstructed,color=255*255 
       oplot,time,A[0]+A[1]*time,linestyle=2 
       for l=Firstramp,Lastramp-1 do oplot,time1,supercube[(i-x0)<511,(j-y0)<511,1:*,l-
Firstramp],psym=3,color=255 
 
;   stop 
;..   wait,2 ;stop 
    
ENDFOR  
end 
 
 


